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The Shadow Side of Therapy
▪  Most of us love working with clients
▪  But so many of us are BURNED OUT!
○  We’re working with more cases, harder cases
○  We are being asked every day to learn new                              

things and do more administrative tasks                                   
we were never trained to do

○ Fear of audits and reviews
○ Overwhelm + self-doubt = self-confidence is slipping

▪  in my 2021 survey of 900 therapists, 70% said they didn’t feel 
confident about notes

▪ Yet insurance plans are more often reviewing treatment and 
asking for charts, even out-of-network therapists

▪ Goals: Help you deal with the daily paperwork burden more 
effectively, and feel more confident if reviewed or notes 
requested
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■ Handouts, notes template, links at 
my “landing page:”      
theinsurancemaze.com/shadow

■ Information given is a general 
overview.  Laws, regulations, and 
requirements vary by state, practice 
setting, and health plan

■ No information presented should be 
seen as legal advice

First, a few 
housekeeping notes….
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http://www.theinsurancemaze.com


What We’ll Cover
● Notes 

○ Why Don’t We Write Better Notes – And Why We Should 
○ HIPAA: Progress vs. Psychotherapy Notes
○ Vague vs. Detailed Notes
○ What Should be in Your Intake and Progress Notes
○ Telehealth Documentation
○ My GRISWOLD Notes Template and a Few Sample Notes

● “Medical Necessity” Criteria
○ Documenting the Need for Treatment

● Treatment Plans FAQs
○ The 5 Parts and SMART Goals
○ Most Common Reasons for Denials
○ A Sample Treatment Plan 5

What We’ll Cover (cont.)
● Audits and Record Request

○ Why Insurance Plans Might Request Notes, and Audit 
Triggers 

○ How to Respond to a Records Request
○ Altering Notes 

● Telehealth and Insurance
○ Billing Review and Update on New Codes
○ What if You Give Up Your Office?  Will Insurance Cover?
○ Practicing Across State Lines – Will Insurance Cover?

● If Time: Bonus Slides
○ How to Avoid Falling Behind in Your Notes
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Part 1: Notes
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When you 
think of a 

licensing board 
or health plan 

reading 
your notes,  

how do 
you feel? 
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Why Don’t We Keep Better Notes?
My Survey of 900 therapists

▪ “It’s hard to sum up a session in a few                                       
sentences”

▪  “I don’t have time to take good notes” 
▪  “I write less to protect client confidentiality” 
▪  “It’s hard coming up with new things to say” 
▪   “I don’t know what I’m supposed to include” 
▪  “By the time I do notes, I don’t recall details” 
○ 25% said wrote notes more than 24 hrs. afterwards
▪  “I write notes for me. I’m the only one reading them”
▪  “My memory is great, so I don’t need good notes”
▪  “I don’t need to worry, I don’t take insurance”

Why Are Good Notes Essential?
▪ NOT JUST FOR INSURANCE

▪ To Protect You
▪  Required by 

▪ law (may be “unprofessional                                               
conduct” not to keep good notes)

▪ ethics codes 
▪ licensing boards can also cite you

▪ In complaint, notes may be only                                                      
defense -- must justify facts, your thinking, actions 

▪ “If you didn’t document it, it didn’t happen”
▪ Health plans require them, and can ask for money back (or not 

reimburse clients) if your documentation does not meet standards!!!
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Why Are Good Notes Essential?(cont.)
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To provide better care

▪ Provide history for treatment (or after client return)
▪ Coordination of care / continuity of care

And even if you have a great memory, remember: It’s not 
YOUR chart -- you are custodian of a client’s medical record 
▪ Documenting symptoms and impairment for 

○  disability 
○  legal cases
○  workers compensation cases

▪ Documenting “medical necessity” for treatment for 
insurance --  even for out-of-network therapists
▪ Plus, a client can ask for their chart at any time 

theinsurancemaze.com

HIPAA: Two Types of Notes?
● Progress Notes: includes session start/stop times, 

modalities/ frequencies of treatment, diagnosis, functional 
status, treatment plan, symptoms, prognosis, and progress

● Psychotherapy Notes: (aka “process notes”) are notes 
“…documenting or analyzing the contents of conversation 
during a private counseling session … that are separated 
from the rest of the individual’s medical record”1

○ Like your musings – therapy journal – not facts
○ Not required 
○ Higher level of confidentiality – but can’t hide info here
○ Must keep separate from record (or it’s a progress note)

▪ Why some lawyers don’t recommend psychotherapy notes
                                                                                 

12 1 – HIPAA Privacy Rule 45 CFR 164.501 



▪ What follows also applies to 
out-of-network therapists
○ When a client turns in an 

invoice/superbill, your 
charts and treatment can 
be reviewed 

○ An ideal records checklist 
for all

So, What Should Be In Progress Notes?
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INTAKE: Common Plan Requirements
(all of this is in slide handout)

▪ Symptoms, problem and problem history
▪ Psychiatric history, including hospitalizations
▪Current medications, including over-the-counter meds, 

prescribing doc, contact info
▪ Psychosocial information
▪ Medical issues / relevant history, allergies 
▪ Mental status exam
▪Document risk and how assessed; Danger to self/others
▪ Substance use: alcohol/drug/cigarette
▪ Preliminary diagnosis and support for it
▪ Support system / emergency contact info
▪ Medical necessity / impairment
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PROGRESS NOTES: Common Plan Requirements
1. Actual session start and end times, ex. “1:04-1:55 pm:” 

does not include time spent waiting, scheduling, notes
2.  Date and client’s name on each page
3.  Service type, ex. individual, couples, group
4.  Problem statement, client description / quotes
5.  Symptoms / functional impairments (see my article:              

Link is at theinsurancemaze.com/shadow)
6.  Client in-session behavior/mood 
7.   Interventions/homework -- Why important and what to avoid  
➢  Sample Interventions List: theinsurancemaze.com/shadow

8.  Client strengths/limitations 
9.  Progress/lack toward treatment plan (use of tests helpful) 
10. Support for diagnosis/medical necessity
11.  Date of next appointment
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Telehealth Documentation
▪ State if video / phone
▪ Phone: May need to document verified identity
▪ Document client location – “Client at home”                                              

or street ADDRESS if not at home
▪ Document telehealth consent and                                                      

appropriateness for telehealth in each note?                                      
➢ May be required by law and/or health plan

▪ I recommend Telehealth Consent and Credit Card Auth Form -- see 
my Practice Forms Packet (link at theinsurancemaze.com/shadow)

▪ If practicing across state lines, document legality of sessions or 
your decision-making: 
➢ In general, can only see clients if licensed (or permitted) to 

practice in the state where client is located at time of session 
➢ See my “Telehealth Billing: 2022 Update” webinar – link at 

theinsurancemaze.com/shadow
16



An Increase in 
Chart Reviews?

Due to Federal Parity Act                                              
and Affordable Care Act

▪ Most clients now have unlimited sessions regardless of 
diagnosis (some exceptions)
▪ BUT: Plans can still refuse to cover visits they feel are not 
“medically necessary” 
▪ May do phone review or ask for notes to see if your care is 
necessary – even for out-of-network 
▪ MUST learn to speak this language!
▪ Notes need to defend diagnosis and medical necessity
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What Do Plans Look For?
Medical Necessity Criteria                

✓ DSM diagnosis; Z-code usually can’t be sole                                                 
or primary (Adjustment Disorder usually OK)

✓ Treatment is necessary, not just desired 
✓ Goals can’t be just personal growth, self-esteem,                                          

self-confidence, feeling awareness, career issues,                           
improved sex / relationships / communication, or                                  
improved life satisfaction / meaning

✓ Symptoms impairing client -- ex. work, school,                            
relationships, health/sleep, $$ --  so say how

✓ Goals: Improve functioning / symptom reduction 
✓ Appropriate type and frequency of treatment
✓ Client is improving (so document progress)
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Should Notes be Vague or Detailed?
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X

X

X

Interventions:

Sleep disturbance
X

X

Client symptoms:
Depression

Explored client feelings
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy 
Support/validation
                         

X

Topics Discussed:
Relationship difficulties

▪ SOAP/DAP/GIRP/BIRP                           
usually not required
▪ Why I don’t generally                                    
like them
▪ What really matters
▪ I’ll show you mine

20

Notes 
Templates



Griswold Note Template

Topic
Symptoms and
    Impairment
Risk
Interventions
Progress/Plan
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2:07-2:54pm: Video, ct at home. Telehealth consent obtained.
Topics/Symptoms: Ct. reports moderate depression since 
divorce finalized last week, daily lack of motivation and loss of 
pleasure, sleep av. 6 hrs night.  “When I got legal papers the 
sadness really hit me.” 
Risk: Denies suicidal thoughts, says “I would not do that to my 
kids; I know I’ll get through this.”  
Interventions: Educated client on normal stages of grief. Used 
CBT to help identify and challenge negative self-talk fueling 
depression (“since marriage failed, I am unlovable”).  Helped 
client write Daily Depression Self-Care Plan including journaling 
and exercise.  
Progress/Plan Changes: Ct reports less obsessing about 
ex-wife and breakup; reports increase in av. sleep each night 
(from 5 to 6 hours per night).  Next appt. (date), (your name)  

Note w/Griswold Template (just 7 Sentences!)
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Another Note (Griswold Template) 
3:04-3:56 pm: Phone, ct at home, telehealth consent obtained.
Topic/Symptoms: Ct. discussed anxiety related to high-stress job 
and 12+ hr workdays. Says “I work 6 days a week, and can’t keep 
up. There aren’t enough hours in a day to do all I need to.” States 
gets only 5 hrs. of sleep and wakes at night, worrying about job. 
Risk: None presented/identified.
Interventions: Educated ct. about how lack of boundaries can 
lead to increased anxiety. Helped ct. identify boundaries she 
could set at work, ex. leaving desk for breaks/lunch, and asking 
boss to prioritize tasks. Discussed effects of sleep deprivation.  
Progress/Plan:  Ct. states she finds therapy helpful to problem- 
solve issues, to step back and see solutions. To combat insomnia, 
Ct. will listen to Calm.com sleep stories nightly. Next time: Explore 
history of ct. difficulty setting boundaries/codependency. Next 
appt (date) (your name) 23

A Couples Note (Griswold Template)
3:05 – 3:52 pm: Video couples session with ct. Beth and girlfriend 
Julie at their home. Telehealth consent obtained from both.
Topic/Symptoms: Ct. reports increased arguments -- 3 this week -- 
as holiday nears. Both shout, but deny violence. Ct. says “J. is 
pressing me to come out to Dad, but I can’t risk he’ll cut me off 
financially.” Due to conflict, ct. reports anxiety, stomach distress, 
decrease in concentration and productivity at work..  J. states 
“after 3 years together, I’m tired of being introduced as a friend.” 
Risk: None presented/identified.
Interventions: Taught active listening, utilized in session to calmly 
discuss holidays. Taught progressive relaxation techniques to 
self-soothe, de-escalate conflict, and decrease anxiety of both.
Progress/Plan: Ct reported active listening helps her to hear J’s 
anger without shutting down (improved distress tolerance).  
Homework: Clients will practice active listening and relaxation 
techniques.  Next appt. (date) (your name)
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➢ Must be readable by others
➢ Avoid abbreviations
➢ Write as if reviewer will read
➢ Write as if client will read 
➢ Write like a journalist
➢ Avoid cloning, cutting and 

pasting

Remember….
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➢  GRISWOLD Note Template  
➢  Sample Interventions List
➢  Article links:

○  Documenting Impairment
○  New 2022 Telehealth POS codes

➢  Slide handouts
➢ Links to recorded webinars and other                    

resources

Get Your Template 
and Other Free Stuff at

theinsurancemaze.com/shadow
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Part 2: A Quick Intro to 
Treatment Plans 

27

Treatment Plans FAQs
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Q: What is a treatment plan?  
A. Roadmap of intended course of treatment

Q: When should you write it?
A. After initial session(s)

Q: How often should you update it?
A. Every 3-6 months (Medicare wants 3 months)

Q: What Should Be In it?
A:  The 5 parts of a treatment plan are

1. Diagnosis
2. Goals (long term)
3. Objectives (measurable benchmarks along the way to goal)
4. Interventions planned
5. Anticipated treatment timeline



Treatment Plans FAQs
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Q: What are“SMART” goals?
A: “SMART” GOALS are goals that are

● Specific
● Measurable
● Achievable/Attainable
● Related to Diagnosis
● Time-Bound

Q: What are the most common mistakes therapists make on 
treatment plans that lead to non-payment of claims?
A:    1. It is not medically necessary – focuses on personal growth

➢ ex. “client will be more able to identify feelings”
2. It is not diagnosis-related or symptom-focused

➢ ex. client with anxiety diagnosis has no goal related to reducing 
anxiety

3. It is not measurable – too vague
➢ ex. “improve self esteem”
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Sample Anxiety Treatment Plan
Goal 1: Reduce frequency, intensity, and duration of anxiety episodes 
and reduce impairment
    Obj 1:  Ct will be scoring in Moderate zone on the GAD-7
    Obj 2:  Ct will report periods of high anxiety less than once weekly
Goal 2: Client will be more effectively managing anxiety

Obj: Ct. will be practicing 2 tools learned in therapy to more effectively 
manage anxiety episodes when they occur

Interventions:  
● Periodically administer GAD-7 
● Have client keep anxiety journal, to help identify anxiety triggers 
● Teach mindfulness, meditation, and relaxation exercises
● Refer for medication evaluation, coordinate care with psychiatrist

Anticipated treatment end date: 1/1/2023

● See my webinar “How to Write a 10-Minute Treatment Plan” – 
link at theinsurancemaze.com/shadow

       

Part 3: Audits and 
Records Requests 
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➢ One of our biggest stressors as 
therapists is fear of audits

➢ Records requests are a natural 
part of therapy

➢ It’s not a matter of IF, it’s WHEN
➢ 79% therapists in survey of 900 

therapists had received records 
request or treatment review      

➢ Even if not in-network, your clients 
may not get reimbursed if your 
documentation isn’t good enough 
          

the insurancemaze.com
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“What Me, Worry?”



Reasons a Health Plan Might Call You
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These are the 
only ones related 

to payment

Claims 
Audits

● Pre-Payment 
Audits

● Post-Payment 
(“Retrospective”) 
Audits

Required by federal 
regulations or plan’s 
oversight agencies -- 

not claims-related

Administrative 
Audits

● Treatment Record 
Audit 

● Risk Adjustment 
Audits 

● Usually by phone
● Usually don’t ask for 

records / notes
● Usually reviewing for 

Medical Necessity
● Attitude here…

Treatment 
Reviews

Review care to see if 
they want to pay for 
future care, and at 

what frequency

1 2 3 ● Usually starts with a phone call from third-party agency (ex. Inovalon, Ciox, 
Cotiviti, Episource, Change Healthcare, Datafied, Alliant)

● Usually in-network providers (if you are out-of-network, question it)
● Related to the Affordable Care Act and randomly selected
● Give plans a “snapshot” of the average health of their members, to help 

forecast future expenses for all members, and help them recoup money 
from other health plans who have spent less

● Why can’t they just use diagnoses on claims?
● In my view, LEAST WORRISOME RECORDS REQUEST

○ Statistical – Not about your treatment, and won’t affect it
○ Quality of your notes not at issue
○ Won’t affect client’s premium / coverage
○ Typically will accept BRIEF treatment summary

● When get request, look on health plan letter for “Risk Adjustment”
● I have sample Risk Adjustment summary available for purchase: link at 

theinsurancemaze.com/shadow 34

What’s a Risk Adjustment Audit?

Payment-Related Audits
● Pre-Payment Audits
○ Your notes requested before claim paid                                              
                                        

● Post-Payment (Retrospective) Audits 
○ Notes requested AFTER plan has paid claims 
○ May ask for money back (“clawback”)

What are the most common triggers?
● More than average number of sessions                                                 

(ex. routinely billing more than 1 session per week)
● Higher use of longer session codes (ex. 90837) 
● High number of sessions for diagnosis

Most payment audits I’m seeing are being done by 
○ Medicare / Some Medicaid plans
○ OPTUM / United Healthcare / United Behavioral Health
○ Anthem/Blue Cross/Blue Shield just starting to do pre-payment 35

● CPT code 90837 (60 minute individual 
therapy) time range is 53 min+

● CPT 90834 (45 min therapy) is 38-52 min.
● Some health plans look closely at 90837 as 

they suspect upcoding

● UBH/UHC/OPTUM’s view on 90837
○ In some states they are auditing 

providers who use this code, saying this 
code should NOT be used routinely

○ There are some allowed exceptions (e.g. 
EMDR, specialized trauma treatments, 
Systematic Desensitization, complex 
cases)

○ Just know you increase your likelihood 
of getting treatment review or claims 
audit if use 90837 regularly with this 
plan and Medicare 

36

Let’s talk 
about the 

90837 issue



Other plans (like Blue Cross) may send letters telling you that you use this 
code more frequently than your peers.  My advice? Don’t be intimidated.  
Let them know that you know the appropriate use of 90837, and that you 
follow plan documentation criteria:

1. Document ACTUAL THERAPY start and stop times of sessions
2. Use only when THERAPY time is 53+ minutes (not including waiting, 

documenting, scheduling)
3. Downcode to 90834 or 90832 for shorter sessions
4. Use for individual sessions, and not for ongoing couples/family therapy

Consider documenting reason for longer sessions, and/or how extra time 
used, ex:
○ “Extended session was medically necessary due to complexity of case 

and severity of client symptoms”
○ “Extended session was medically necessary due to client history of 

trauma – needs more time in session to process emotions connected 
to traumatic memories”

More about Audits and 90837
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It is natural to want to “fix” your notes, but 
● Never alter a record once written. It may be                                                             

illegal, unethical, fraud, can lead to penalties 
● If you ADD information, the record should                                                  

indicate when it was added (and if applicable any                                                   
information sources):

➢ Ex: “11/2/21, 9:01 - 9:55am, video session, ct home. Continued to work 
on ct. anxiety and insomnia related to work demands.  Interventions: 
CBT and mindfulness therapy techniques. Next appt 11/23/21. [This note 
was created 7/29/22 from calendar/handwritten notes taken in session]

➢ Do you do binge note catch-up sessions? This can be problematic…
➢ If you fall behind, don’t get avoidant. Contact me for a consultation, to 

make an action plan, and strategize how to stay on top of notes

Altering Records 

7 Tips: Responding To                                       
Records Requests

1. Don’t panic!  Most of the time not scary kind.
2. Contact me or your professional association                        asked for, 
3. Read it carefully.  Look for “Risk Adjustment”
4. Don’t rewrite notes
5. Contact the requesting agency.  Ask purpose of                                   

request, ask if treatment summary enough, and                                          
what should be in summary.  Can ask for extension

6. Don’t just guess what to send. 
a. If not risk adjustment, don’t just send treatment summary unless 

told it is OK  
7. Don’t release HIPAA psychotherapy notes 

➢ See my webinar “Audits and Records Requests: What EVERY 
Therapist Should Know, link at: theinsurancemaze.com/shadow
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Part 4: Brief Telehealth 
Billing Update

40



Telehealth Coding

4141

Three billing codes that tell insurance plan what service performed:
➢ CPT Codes 
➢ Modifiers 
➢ Place of Service (POS) Codes 

CPT codes: (what are they?) Telehealth CPTs are same as in-person 
90791: First session / Diagnostic evaluation, no time specified
90832: Individual therapy 30 min (16 – 37 mins)
90834: Individual therapy 45 min (38 – 52 mins) 
90837: Individual therapy, 60 min (53+ mins) 
➢ Can include “informants,” but identified client must be 

present. Don’t use for ongoing couples/family therapy
90847: Couples/family therapy 50 min (26 min+)
90846: Couples/family w/o client present 50 min (26 min+)

Coding: Modifiers
■ What’s a modifier?
■ Telehealth: Add modifier: Usually 95,                                                       

but GT often accepted/required  
■ Ex. Regence: Modifier GT required

■ Phone sessions often coded the                                                       
same as video

➢ Some plans different modifier for phone sessions, 
○ 1/1/22 Medicare introduced audio-only modifier FQ 

■ Check if plan using it; 
○ Medicare not requiring yet?, 
○ CIGNA website: “don’t use until 7/1/22,”
○ Regence website seems to want FQ for phone 

sessions
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Place of Service Codes
POS CODES:  What’s a POS code?
➢ Office POS code 11 ( (full list at theinsurancemaze.com/shadow)
➢ Before 1/1/2022, telehealth POS code was 02
➢ January 1, 2022, telehealth codes split

■ POS 10 (new code) when client at home
■ POS 02 when client anywhere else

➢ But some plans weren’t ready for switch, some still aren’t
■ Ex. Medicare still wants POS office code 11, even for telehealth, 

until the federal Public Health Emergency (PHE) is over 
○ Medicare started accepting POS 10 and 02 as of April 

2022, but paid at lower rate – see article link at 
theinsurancemaze.com/shadow 

➢ Most plans accepting 10 now, but suggest contacting plan 
before using it

➢ See my POS articles – links at theinsurancemaze.com/shadow
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Out-Of-Network Superbill/Statement

44



Let’s See It On a CMS-1500 Claim
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“What if I Give Up 
My Office?” 

● In my Nov. 2021 therapist survey, 50%                                             
all-telehealth 

● Policies vary widely between plans, you’ll have to contact each
● Some plans insist you have physical, non-home office address (others at  

least want valid street address for service location)
● P.O. Box on claim/statement as service address may be rejected 
● NPI Enumerator requires physical address as service location
● Some USPS/UPS store give street address with P.O. Box, but…
● In survey, 33% of those without offices using home address on 

claim/superbill, but may not be wise
● 67% without offices using “fake” virtual address (e.g. Regus or iPostal1), 

or colleague’s address, or old office, but worry about ethics
● Articles on this topic: links at theinsurancemaze.com/shadow
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➢ Plan may require you be in same state as client
➢ Plan may require you to be licensed in both 

states
➢ Plan may require you to be in-network with plan 

in both states
➢ May vary for in or out of network clinicians
➢ Even plans that support telehealth do not 

always support therapy across state lines
➢ Since all this varies, contact client’s health plan!
➢ Consider maintaining (or getting) an office 

address in the state where your clients are 
located, to put on claims and superbills 

➢ See my Telehealth Billing 2022 Update webinar 
at theinsurancemaze.com/shadow
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Practicing Across State Lines: 
Even if it’s Legal, Insurance 

Might Not Cover It!!!
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Join PCT at their webinar

Link is on landing page theinsurancemaze.com/shadow

or register and get recording

2 Legal Ethical Credit Hours



Predictions About What’s Coming  
➢ Coverage will greatly expand from pre-COVID, but will be patchwork 

across country since telehealth laws are governed by states 
➢ As State/Federal Emergency orders expire, many will lose coverage
➢ Some may stop covering phone, out-of-network
➢ If no coverage, contact plan to try to make special arrangement 
➢ Expansion of interstate compacts like PSYPACT and COUNSELING 

COMPACT 
➢ More clinicians will get licensed in other states
➢ May need written Telehealth Policies/Procedures (not to give clients) 

– link at theinsurancemaze.com/shadow
➢ More licensing boards/states will require telehealth training 

● Ex. CA AB 1759 would require Masters level counselors to do 3 
hours of telehealth coursework / training as part of licensing

● WA SSB 6061: Eff. 1/1/21, all therapists who provide telehealth 
must complete telemedicine training 

➢
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Will I Be Paid the Same as In-Person? 

This question is about PAYMENT PARITY 
(equal pay) for telehealth and in-person 
➢ This may depend on where you live
➢ As of 5/2022, only 21 states required 

some payment parity for telehealth as 
for in-person mental health sessions 

➢ The good or bad news: insurance plans 
don’t always follow state law

➢ Find out about State Parity Laws: See the 
link at theinsurancemaze.com/shadow
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➢  GRISWOLD Note Template  
➢  Sample Interventions List
➢  Article links:

○  Documenting Impairment
○  POS codes
○  Giving up office
○  State parity laws
○  Risk Adjustment Summary

➢  Slide handouts
➢  Links to webinars and other resources

Get Your Free Stuff at
theinsurancemaze.com/shadow
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Barbara Griswold, LMFT
Private Practice Coaching - Insurance, Notes, & Practice Building

theinsurancemaze.com
schedule your consultation: calendly.com/barbgris

IF TIME:  
BONUS SLIDES            
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http://www.theinsurancemaze.com/contact


 Tips: Keeping Up With Notes
▪ Carve out time in schedule daily, and                                    

make it sacred for notes
▪ When it works best for you (don’t lie to self)
▪ End earlier, and chart right after session?

✔ But don’t sacrifice all breaks
▪ What I’ve done: 
✔ Chart during video / phone sessions
✔ Make more time in day for notes
✔ Resolve to stop binge note-catch-up sessions

                             

    7 – Adapted from Dr. Maelisa Hall’s blog, www.qaprep.com 
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How to Keep Up (cont.)

Try “Collaborative Documentation:”  
■ Dr. Maelisa Hall of QAPrep.com                                      

Suggests in session ask client:                                      you 
○ “Can you sum up our session?” 
○ “What progress do you feel you have you made?” 
○ “What new insights did you have today?” 
○ “What will you work on in the next week?”

■ Like writing therapy journal together

  54

Are You Days, Weeks, Months, or Years Behind?
                Tips from Dr. Maelisa Hall, QAprep.com

▪ Start with current notes 
▪ Time yourself writing notes, come up 

with average time
▪  Multiply average time per note by 

number of notes you are missing; this 
gives you total time it will take you to 
catch up

▪ Create sustainable schedule each 
week to catch up
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➢  GRISWOLD Note Template  
➢  Sample Interventions List
➢  Article links:

○  Documenting Impairment
○  POS codes
○  Giving up office
○  State parity laws
○  Risk Adjustment Summary

➢  Slide handouts
➢  Links to webinars and other resources

Get Your Free Stuff at
theinsurancemaze.com/shadow
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Barbara Griswold, LMFT
Private Practice Coaching - Insurance, Notes, & Practice Building

theinsurancemaze.com
schedule your consultation: calendly.com/barbgris

http://www.qaprep.com
http://www.theinsurancemaze.com/contact

